
 

Tasmanian Irrigation / Irrigator Representative Committee Meeting:  

Dial Blythe Irrigation District 

Minutes 

Date: 8 July 2019 at 10am 

Location: Riana Community Hall  

Attendees:  Scott Munday, Scott Hill, Derek Gee, Ben Hiscutt, Andrew Kneebone, Peter Clarke, Anna 
Graham, Simone Reynolds, James Hipwood 

Apologies: Damian Carpenter,  

 

1. Previous meeting minutes accepted. 

2. Previous meeting actions: 

 TI to investigate length of time for permanent transfers in Dial Blythe scheme 

Investigated and average is 2 days once trading rules have been assessed. One exception was 
the one highlighted in DBIS IRC meeting last year.    

 TI to investigate the cost, benefits and consequences of disconnection the power at Blythe 
River Pump Station 

The water licence allows TI to harvest a certain volume of inflows only. Power is required for 
DPIPWE flow monitoring. There is considerable cost for disconnecting the site, and storing 
the VSDs which would need to be removed. With these considerations, it is not cost effective 
to disconnect power. 

 TI to provide a breakdown of the water stock valuation since the scheme was commissioned  

Water stock value is coming down as a result of the low volume deliveries and high natural 
inflows under the licence. Water stock is valued based on the volume in the dam, and costs 
incurred to put it there (electricity only in this scheme).  

TI is trying to extend the water licence for natural inflows to maximise the free dam fill. 

 TI to investigate options for removing water stock movements for Dial Blythe  

Valuation is undertaken under the accounting standards. Value expected to drop over time. 

 TI to investigate showing budget information which reflects actual delivery levels (ie $/ML 
for variable income and expenditure)   

Not currently supported by the system. Can be investigated in future.  

 TI to review the Asset Renewal Levy for Dial Blythe.  Also advise on the interaction between 
insurance ARL activities. 

Insurance relates to “events” where  ARL is for regular renewal of asset over the life of the 
scheme. An asset management plan is still pending which is expected to validate ARL 
requirements.   

Insurance policies are also under review at the moment. 
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The main costs for this scheme would include the pump stations, however other costs include 
outlets, valves and other smaller componentry that need to be considered.   

 TI to clarify the water licence conditions, and whether the scheme can access summer take 

TI has surety 5 summer water licence on the Blythe River. There are associated minimum flow 
requirements before this can be accessed.  Can take up to 1000ML.  

 TI to review the Annual Fixed Charges once the overhead allocation has been confirmed.   

Pricing was confirmed prior to last season start. 

 TI to provide the DPIPWE contact for self-management to the Irrigator Representative 
Committee 

Progressed and to be discussed later in meeting  

 Current dam levels on the website 

TI developing at the moment  

 TI to confirm current capacity can be sold and delivered  

All sold and deliverable, assuming that irrigators comply with flow rates under their 
contracts.  

 TI to enable reporting of live delivery data using current SCADA technology 

SCADA is used for operator controls rather than reporting at the moment. Potential to re-
configure down the track.  

  

3. Scheme summary: 

KEY NOTES 

 3,600 ML in dam at the moment. 

 Nothing pumped as yet for dam fill.  

 Application for licence being increased to access more natural inflows.  

 Natural inflow from the top of the dam 1400 ML licence only. 

 3 new outlets installed and 2 moved and about to install another new one. 

 Comms issues ongoing – mainly battery issues.  

 Power quality filters faulty and replaced  

 Automatic resets on pumps to be installed over winter – will automate turning back on 
when pumps go off  

 Operator on medical leave for some time and relieved by Troy Wells.  

 Scheme is fully sold now - 245 ML sold this year 

 Season opened early on 13th October and closed in April 

 Deliveries peaked in January and February 
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 65% customer using water and around 70% of outlets being used 

 IRC asked why not more delivered.  Good rainfall within the season so not the expected 
demand. With development of berry farms in the area, utilisation may increase as they 
become established. Dry outlets have been installed also, so will potentially trade more 
entitlements.  

 Opening dates this year to be guided by IRC – TI needs 3 weeks’ notice to advertise.  Start 
date is nominally 1 December.  IRC asked if there is extra cost to open the season. If not 
enough water in the dam would incur pumping costs.  

 Monday 14 October is the target date for the season opening.  

 Desire for water outside of season under General Availability. This is in addition to in-
season allocation, and is delivered with no reliability guarantee. Pricing includes fixed 
and variable cost recovery. 

ACTION: Target season opening for DBIS on the 14th October.  

 

4. Financial information (to May 2019): 

KEY NOTES  

 Administration overheads   

o $1 million funding not received. 

o Staff movements (incl executive), redundancies and contract payouts affecting 
costs in budget 

o Needed to bring in external support to cover finance team shortage in 
December-March. 

o Admin costs are covered by build 75% and operations 25% 

o Two new schemes were assumed to contribute for a whole year but they were 
not operational for the full year and so only contributed around half. 

o Insurance claims not managed effectively, with a significant review underway. 

 Operations Overhead  

o Includes roles such as operation engineers, environmental compliance, 
maintenance manager, operations manager, some electrical/SCADA.  

o Did not fully replace GM and did not employ asset management people. 
Therefore the asset management project did not progress as planned.  

o IRC asked about land tax exemption. TI believes that we can request exemption 
for land tax and rates but not guaranteed. 

 Negative “other income” relates to a reversal of accrual from an insurance claim in the 
prior year which appears to have not been completed. This is still underway. 

 Variable income below budget due to lack of volume delivered 
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 Professional services & monitoring: Hydrometric works on the river. 

 IRC asked if there is a list of tasks and reporting requirements across engineering, dam 
safety, environmental.  

ACTION: TI to define compliance and reporting requirements across engineering, dam 
safety, environmental etc. 

 Employee expenses split with KNMIS.  

 Debt collection additional cost that was not budgeted for. 

 R&M plant & equipment includes new outlets. Most of this cost has been recovered from 
the landholders who requested installation.  

 ARL Fund is a separate bank account – specific to DBIS. 

 

ACTION: show insurance or new outlet recoveries as such (rather than being in Other Income) 

ACTION: provide full financial statements once EOFY completed  

 

5. 2019/2020 budgets and draft water pricing  

Budget and pricing based on a four year budget/forecast. Working capital is maintained at a 
level to absorb fluctuations in major expenditure to avoid price shock.  

KEY NOTES 

 Proposal retains the fixed charge discount for 2019-20  

 Organisation restructure pending, with impacts on the budget to be reviewed.   

 Fixed charges continue $10 discount now that scheme fully sold. 

 Variable charges reducing to cheaper electricity prices 

 IRC feel can operate at a reduced administrative and operational costs  

 

6. Draft Irrigator Representative Committee Charter: 

Tabled for comment. 

 

7. Self-Management Update 

The responsible entity must be the asset owner, and the asset ownership is to be retained by TI.   

Options:  

1. Operating contract: 

 Scheme representatives to be set up as a company.   
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 Scheme to manage operations and maintenance of the asset under a contract with 
TI.  

 TI would retain pricing, invoicing, collection of money, and manage of connections 
and disconnections.  

 TI cannot transfer compliance obligations. 

 IRC not convinced of the benefit of this structure.   

 Contract option not expected to make material difference to operating costs.   

2. Lease: 

 Legislation need to be changed before an operating lease would be a viable option. 
TI must retain ownership of the assets.   

 Compliance obligations remain the same, so the scheme would need to provide 
information such as dam safety reporting and water entity reports. 

Previous intention was for schemes to self-manage once constructed. IRC asks why this is not 
available to them now.  TI is continually speaking with the department and seeking legal advice.   

 Existing schemes under self-management (mainly Winnaleah). TI owns the assets 
and acts as the responsible water entity.  

 TI to keep communications open and discuss the scope and what would be included 

ACTION: TI to communicate detailed options to DBIC IRC for self-management. This includes 
scope of what would be required under an operating contract, and updates regarding progress  

Other options which were considered but found not to be possible include a lease of the asset to 
the self-managed entity, and a joint venture. The irrigators could also consider buying out the 
public investment (around 75% of the construction cost). Government appetite for a buy-out has 
not been tested.  

 

8. Tranche 3 update: 

10 new schemes proposed.  Phase one includes five schemes being progressed: Don, SWIS 
augmentation, Tamar, Northern Midlands, Fingal.  Funding commitment received from state and 
federal governments.  Interest has increased since EOI closed, working groups formed and 
funding committed . 

Phase 2 schemes are: Southern Midlands and South East integration but larger more 
comprehensive schemes so will take longer to progress to build stage which is a funding 
requirement.  

 

9. Other business: 

 IRC asked about new schemes becoming operational.   

o Duck delivered some water under a part-year general availability period. 
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o North Esk also delivered some water under a part-year general availability period.   

o Swan delivered some water under a part-year general availability period, with an 
aim to offer an irrigation season in 2019-20. 

o Scottsdale still under construction.   

  


